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Base Othros
The Orthros basically comes with a number of standard parts. These parts are 
marked with an S-Symbol in front of this specific part. The Orthros will be 
provided with these parts if no other option from this category has been 
selected. For the complete description of the standard parts we refer to the 
specifications. Below you will also find all possible options and accessories.

Make the duobike Orthros even more personal? Special adjustments are possible on request!
The mentioned prices are exclusive VAT, delivery ex works. The prices are valid from January 1, 2023 and 
replace all previous price lists. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

Art.nr. Base Price €
404500 Duo bike Orthros (incl. co-driver seat rotatable) 4.878

404510 -

404511

- Frame, color matt black (RAL9005)

- Frame, color white satin (RAL9016) -

404519 - Custom RAL color (excl. fluorescent colors), additional charge 232

Art.nr. Drive options for driver Price €
404201 8-speed hub freewheel -

404200 8-speed hub pedal automatic (reverse drive possibility) 417

Art.nr. Drive options for co-driver Price €
404211 Freewheel -

404210 Switchable freewheel (control by main driver) 428

404212 3-speed hub for Co-driver, freewheel 371

Art.nr. (Electrical) support Price €
459800 Without electrical support -

459801 Pedal support PAS-vario direct drive 36 Volt (incl. 14,25 Ah Li-Ion battery) 2.927

409853 1022

404294

- Extra battery pack, 36 Volt, 14.25 Ah Li-Ion

- Carrier for extra battery pack 169

Art.nr. Seats & other attachments Price €
404251 Driver's seat not rotatable -

404250 Driver's seat rotatable, additional charge 270

404288 Armrest set driver 276

404289 Armrest set for co-driver 276

404295 Seat belt, automatic 113

404271 Hip fixation for co-driver 121

404290 4-point belt for co-driver incl. adaptation (only in combination with armrest set co-driver) 401

404285 Extended back support for co-driver incl. 4-point belt 525

404252 Standard cushion set, black -

404253 Cushion set black (for driver seat) and cushion set red (for co-driver) 237

404255 Ventisit cushion set (for driver and co-driver seat) 102

Art.nr. Stems driver Price €
404245 Ergonomic stem -

404247 Ergonomic stem with quick release 113
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Make the duobike Orthros even more personal? Special adjustments are possible on request!
The mentioned prices are exclusive VAT, delivery ex works. The prices are valid from January 1, 2023 and 
replace all previous price lists. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

Art.nr. Stems co-driver Price €
404246 Ergonomic stem -

404248 Ergonomic stem with quick release 113

Art.nr. Stick holders Price €
404293 Stick holder, double rear 117

404292 Stick holder, single rear 111

Art.nr. Pedals driver Price €
401645h Pedal set -

426994h Balance pedals (not suitable with footrest / forefoot support), per pair 41

Art.nr. Pedals co-driver Price €
401645b Pedal set -

426994b Balance pedals (not suitable with footrest/ forefoot support), per pair 41

404270b Pedal set with quick release system 68

426929b Forefoot support, left (toeclip) (not suitable with pedal set with quick release system) 30

426930b Forefoot support, right (toeclip) (not suitable with pedal set with quick release system) 30

Art.nr. Foot support Price €
426934 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (17 x 6 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 94

426935 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (17 x 6 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 94

426936 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (19 x 7 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 112

426937 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (19 x 7 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 112

426938 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (22 x 8 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426939 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (22 x 8 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426940 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (24 x 9 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426941 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (24 x 9 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426986 Pedal extender, left 25

426987 Pedal extender, right 25

432750 Balance weight for footrest/ forefoot support, left (not suitable with lower leg fixation) 98

432751 Balance weight for footrest/ forefoot support, right (not suitable with lower leg fixation) 98

426975 Crank shortener set (reduces inner leg length with 2,5 cm or 5 cm) 40

Art.nr. Other adjustments Price €
404280 Footrest for co-driver, foldable 249

404421 Spoke covers outside rear wheels, per pair 182

426960 Rearview mirror left, adjustable 38

426965 Rearview mirror right, adjustable 38

404425 Cover for complete Orthros 179

404291 Carrier folding wheelchair 334

404287 Shopping basket incl. basket adaptation 99

406153 Extra parking brake on stem 58

404441 Direction indicator set (mounted at the rear)  40

404296 Cough screen (applicable with armrest kit passenger) 209
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